BART TO LIVERMORE EXTENSION
ALTERNATIVE 3: EXPRESS BUS/BRT

CONTRACT DRAWINGS

FUNDING AGENCIES / PARTNERS:
CITY OF LIVERMORE
CITY OF DUBLIN
CITY OF PLEASANTON
ALAMEDA COUNTY
CALTRANS
LAVTA
MTC
ACTC
SAN JOAQUIN RTD
ALTAMONT CORRIDOR EXPRESS

CONTRACT NO. 08CT008

10% PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING

DATE: 31 JULY 2017
BART TO LIVERMORE EXTENSION
ALTERNATIVE 3 – EXPRESS BUS/BRT
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
BART TO LIVERMORE EXTENSION
ALTERNATIVE 3-EXPRESS BUS/BRT

DUBLIN/PLEASANTON STATION

Anil Verma Associates, Inc.

- Remove portion of bridge deck and replace after construction of abutment
- Rebuild westbound abutment with 12" opening
- For safety lighting details, see "Road Plans"
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SKETCH - BRT ADDITIONAL WIDENING FOR 10 CAR BART STORAGE - ROUGH ESTIMATE

12' WB additional widening

710' BART Storage extension

Provision for interim extension

SKETCH - BRT ADDITIONAL WIDENING FOR 10 CAR BART STORAGE - ROUGH ESTIMATE
GW 7/20/2016